


•PPEs commence on 29 November 2021

•All exams will be in the Sports Hall unless you have access
arrangements

•You should all have your personalised timetable by now

• There is no study leave next week

•When you are not sitting an exam, you will attend your
timetabled lessons as normal, but you will be allowed to
study for any forthcoming exams. It is very important that
you bring appropriate study material.

•Some subjects may want to continue teaching if there are
still outstanding exams to be sat



•Make sure you have been to the toilet prior to the exam

•Arrive 9am for prompt 9:15am start OR 1pm for 1:15pm
start

•Once the exam is over, wait in silence until the invigilators
tell you that you can leave the exam room

•Once your exam has finished you should head straight to
your timetabled lesson, making no detours

•Students will be allowed to leave school following the end
of an examination if it finishes mid-way through period five

•Y11 will have lunch first (12:30pm) for this week only



•A small number of students will have a later start time to
their afternoon examination on Monday 29th due to the
extra time allowance reducing the available time for lunch. If
this affects you, you will be given the details on Monday by
the exams team. The school day will still end at the same
time.



•Parents / carers must let the attendance team know by
8.30am on the day of the exam if you will be absent

•Complete silence once in the exam room

•Students cannot put name or details on the front page of
exam paper until the invigilator reads out from the JCQ
announcement before the start of the exam

•No bags are allowed in exam room

•Anything you bring to school can be stored in the bag racks
outside A10

•Any breaches to these regulation have to be reported as
malpractice



Before the exam,
invigilators will ask
that you turn off your
phone and hand it in.

It will be stored until
the end of the exam.



•Arrive fully equipped (e.g. black pens, pencil, calculator etc.)
Clear pencil cases only

•No electronic devices and no watches at all

•Labels removed from water bottles

•Wear full uniform

•Heaters will be put in the school hall but it can be chilly, so
ensure you wrap up



Reminder:

The Y11 page on the website has a

‘what to study’ booklet

available so you can

check what each subject

expects you to focus on

when studying for the exam.

I also sent this via CC for

easy access.



•The Pre-Public examination process is a valuable
opportunity for Year 11 students to experience formal
examination conditions in preparation for the external
examinations next summer.

•We understand that examinations of any kind can create
increased levels of anxiety for students. Your RESPECT
lesson this week is designed to provide helpful hints and
tips to prevent an escalation of worry or stress. If you have
any questions, please speak to your form tutor in the first
instance.

•As such, I would like to take this opportunity to pass on my
best wishes you all.



Have the courage to believe in yourself and the confidence to persevere through all 
challenges.

Have the strength of your convictions but recognise your mistakes.

Be ambitious yet humble.

Express originality in everything you do.

Stand up and speak out for what is right.

Respect yourself and others, and show tolerance, empathy and compassion to those 
around you.

Be committed to learning and determined to achieve.


